
Lorri Trewhella  0:01   
And backup recording as well. And hopefully that should be good. Alright, so yeah, if you 
could just introduce yourself, that'd be fantastic. 
 
Brandy  0:16   
I'm brandy Jeffries.I'm from Huntington, West Virginia and the United States. And I am an 
artist. I work primarily in oil painting. And though I do do like some drawings and stuff as 
well. And I am currently in the process of helping to organize a co op gallery in my town, 
which is trying to develop an arts district. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  0:58   
That sounds absolutely fascinating. So is this like, do you have a space already? Or are you 
looking for space or 
 
Brandy  1:07   
I am literally in like the most embryonic stages of this right now I am in the gathering other 
like minded artists phase. So like literally the very, very beginnings of it. I I'm trying to find 
I've got I'm almost there, I'm trying to find, like five or six other local artists who can commit 
to regularly meeting to do to organize. And there is I have, like an, I have a few blocks, like I 
have, like the space narrowed down where I would like for us to be because my town The 
town was one, two or three years ago, like 
so, it 
This sounds kind of like long and rambly. But like you kind of need the context for it. My 
town is sort of like on the, like the bleeding edge between the rust belt and Appalachia. And 
we have been hit incredibly hard by the opioid crisis. Like literally only time our town makes 
national news, it's always because of that. And but we there was a large grant competition 
called the America's best communities competition, where our city pulled together its 
resources and applied and won several million dollars to sort of help kickstart the town and 
get going again, which had started in earnest well before that, like, if you come to my town 
like a decade ago, it would look so much different than it did than it does now. Like we have 
new restaurants and all of this stuff and like we are definitely on the come up now. Then we 
got this grant money to help jumpstart that part of that was taking a three to four block 
district in our town called Old central city. And it's sort of like where all of the antique stores 
are in our town. And turning that into sort of an arts and antiques district and sort of try and 
bolster arts as a selling point for our town to bring in more resources to bring in tourists 
tourist stuff to bring in all kinds of other things. And so that's sort of the situation in which 
I'm working. And that section of town has there's a woman running sort of a development 
fund development think tape type thing where she helps people, she organizes all the 
businesses in those areas, get them you know, rowing all in the same direction. So that way, 
they're getting more done as a group instead of trying to work individually. And she's been 
organizing some arts events like a, like an art market thing in the area that I think she's 
trying to parlay into a regular artwalk situation. A new gallery like a personal gallery owned 
by a an artist, a local artist, who, frankly speaking is well off and can afford their own sort of 
galleries. They've now it's not just like Their art they have like some other they're, they're 
diversified and have like other business offerings that they have there as well. But I'm trying 
to open a co op gallery so that way, local artists who don't have those sorts of resources can 
sort of pull together to have a space to show our art because there's lots of places for like, 



extremely low level intro art. And then we have an art museum. And then there's not a lot 
of middle ground in between, there's not a lot of stuff for like, established artists, or like mid 
career artists, things like that outside of like pop up events or things like that. So it would be 
nice to have sort of a permanent gallery space with and eventually would love to have sort 
of a two to gallery space, where part of it is set up for the co op members to always have 
their stuff on display. And then a smaller sort of annex gallery with like a rotating specialty 
display, having like, like juried exhibits, where you don't have to be a co op member to 
actually show there, and things like that. Yeah, that sounds really exciting. Um, I mean, 
 
Lorri Trewhella  6:26   
I think I know, quite a few places like on the, East Coast, you get a lot of like, a lot of sort of, 
antiquers and that they're like, going up and down visiting different towns even. That's like a 
real draw. And yeah, I think like we've I lived, I live in Cornwall, in the UK, I'm originally from 
America. But I've lived here for nearly 20 years now. And where I live, like there's, there's a 
big history and like a big artistic community. And but I think you still find that same kind of 
problem with the gallery spaces. And I know, a gallery in Newlyn. And (the owner) she only 
openes it half of the year because the other half of the year she leaves and goes traveling, 
or I think she has I think she owns like, some sort of strange space in Africa or something. 
And she just so she just doesn't even open half the time. And when she is there, she doesn't 
open it. And it's just like, what's the point of this space? Like, you're not there? You're not 
engaging with the community? Right? Why do this is it just an ego thing, you know? 
 
Brandy  7:52   
Right, right. Yeah. Yeah. Now that, that sadly, like rings sort of familiar, like, that's been a 
problem sort of here with like, people trying to get things going and just like having like, 
either not having the resources to open regularly, or it's being run by someone who's 
incredibly Mercurial and is just doing their own thing. And like pivots on a dime doesn't let 
anyone know. And it's like, oh, okay, I thought we were but all right, you're across the 
country, NASA. Alright, I'll see you in a few months. So yeah, they're that. Yeah, no, I feel 
that. And like, that's part of the reason why, like, I want to have like a co op gallery, where 
it's like, not dependent on one person. You know, like, the ideal is to have to sort of build a 
system or like, you know, incorporate a system where it's like, Alright, we, we just 
everybody meets and this is what we do. And we had, like, just trying to trying to build up 
something that's just steady and regular is basically what I'm trying to do. I'm certainly not 
looking to like, compete with any gallery spaces in like bigger cities. I mean, my city 
population is right about 45,000 people. It's it's not a large town at all. And we are about, 
oh, gosh, we're about two hours away from Lexington, Kentucky, which I think has about 
100,000 people two or three hours away from Columbus, Ohio, which has several 100,000 
about four hours away from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, which has, I can't remember exactly 
how many but it has a large like those are like the closest like bigger arts, artsy types of 
cities large enough to have like a gallery district. Actually, our state capitol has like it's 
Charleston, West Virginia, has a lovely gallery district. It is like two blocks long. It goes down 
one street, you turn and then it goes up the next street and they have had a successful Art 
Walk. for two decades now, purely because everything is centrally located, so it's, it's easily 
navigable. And yeah, that's sort of what we're trying to get going here. And I'm just trying to 
make sure that we get in, so that way, I don't know, like, artists of all economic backgrounds 
have like a spot and a chance and to try and bolster that. And one of the reasons that we've 



sort of talked about like, community involvement, and like, at least here, that's sort of how 
it works. We've tried to do art walks before in this town, and it's never worked. Because it's 
been too hard for people to access either people try and like, oh, we'll have like, tie it to 
local business. And so like, have different businesses sponsor different artists, and but 
they're not centrally located. So it's like you're going all over town, and trying to find like, all 
of these people, when like, know, what you really need is just like, one central location 
that's easily walkable, or, you know, just like that, you can just easily just park in one spot, 
and then just spend the whole evening just walking around. That's, that's really what you 
need to get that regular engagement of this type, I think. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  11:24   
Yeah, I think, I think especially with galleries, like galleries can be intimidating to people as 
well. 
 
Brandy  11:30   
Yes. That's part of why like, I want to do like an have like a small annex gallery as part of it. 
Because you can hit it on both ends you can have, so you have like, the co op gallery part of 
it, where you have your local and regional artists set up all the time. And then hopefully, 
they're doing their promotion, and they're getting the word their word out. So that way 
they're growing their people in as well. But with the annex gallery, you can go on one side, 
and you can do like, okay, we're having a juried teen exhibit, teens, if you live within, like 
100 mile radius, and you are between like 12 and 18 years old, had like submit your work, 
we get a professional jurist like this would look great on your college resume. Also, if your 
local, like your aunts and uncles are going to come and see it, and then we're going to have 
that, then drawing people in who probably wouldn't step foot into a gallery before. And 
who wouldn't know, like, oh, like I was expecting something like really pretentious here, but 
like, it's really down to earth, because, I mean, it's Appalachia and like, most of the artists 
here do make very sort of down to earth, art. It's it's not, you know, it's not like Cy 
Twomblys, as you know, making like, all of these pieces that you have to have, like, just all 
of these layers of knowledge about it's like no, like, it's like, I do like biscuit paintings, I paint 
local fast food, you know. So it's, it's stuff along those lines, that is mostly what is around 
here, like local references, you know, things like that. And then if you have like, hit on the 
opposite end, where it's like, okay, there are like some, you know, mid career artists, 
regionally who are like from, you know, like Virginia, or Tennessee, or like central Ohio, 
somewhere close by. But don't have a lot of exposure here. The people who are into the 
arts here who may not stop, stop by at the gallery, if we can bring those larger artists in and 
have their shows and have their have their stuff up for a little bit, then you can bring those 
people in. And so it's like having that that dual approach. I'm hoping will sort of scattershot 
the the engagement, if that makes sense. Yeah. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  14:07   
What's it I wrote? I wrote down some things and I can't read my writing because my pencils 
to light. Oh, you're a cover this? Yeah. I was asking, like, what do you think about like 
targeting specific populations, and you cover that with the teens? I think that's such a great 
idea. Because 
 
Unknown Speaker  14:25   



you get a lot 
 
Lorri Trewhella   
of kids who are really passionate about art, and like, and then they're in school, and then it 
just kind of just dissolves. 
 
Mm hmm. 
 
So yeah, I feel like anything that that would really get people thinking, you know what, I can 
actually do this and it's not. I don't, this is another thing I'm probably gonna have to edit up. 
When I was growing up. I was very into art. I loved it. And my dad was very negative about 
it. And he says he just used to like, just completely dismiss it. He used to say all the time, 
you can't eat art. That was his favorite thing. But I think it's so helpful to show kids that like, 
you don't have to be a world famous artist to be an artist. 
 
Brandy   
Yes, yes, that exactly. Like I wrote, just a lot of kids don't realize that, like, the potential is 
there to like, make a career and you don't have to necessarily move away, you don't even 
necessarily have to have like, professional training. If you have, if you have made work, and 
it's good and it stands up, then all you need to do is like, get those first few projects out of 
the way. So that way you have those and then find more like, it's Yeah, like, there just needs 
to be more examples to show that it is a feasible career, you know, and of course, you may 
have to take like, part time, like I do, I work part time and try and I'm doing art full time. For 
right now, thanks to a fellowship that I've recently won. And so it's like, trying to, like, kids 
and the community that like this is, you know, a good approach. And also, like, I don't know, 
I used to have arguments very similar to yours, like, and I remember, like, showing my dad 
like books and being like, this is our like, right, hit like someone got paid for this. Someone 
got paid, I could do this. Like, like, Yeah, but you like, before, you know, I'm not sure your 
age? Well, I'm 38. And so it's like I graduated high school in 2001. Really at the cusp of like 
the internet, sort of flattening that market, you know, and making it much more feasible for, 
you know, your everyday person without those sort of like networking connections, or 
having gone to a specific art school and having specific contacts and all or like knowing 
specific gallerists or all of that stuff, you know, yeah, I 
 
Lorri Trewhella  
think that's that's a really interesting angle as well. So yeah, I'm pretty much the same age 
as you. I graduated in 2002. 
 
And yeah, I've seen, just the online art world has just exploded, and now you have so many 
options, and so many, and I'm seeing so many, like, well, it's rude to call them kids, but 
they're just, they seem like, so young, just like really, really talented people who are making 
a career just like posting their art, and like setting up a Patreon and, you know, doing a 
Kickstarter campaign for something that they're passionate about. It just seems like there's 
so many more options than when I graduated high school, because when I graduated, it was 
like, Well, you know, you go to art school, and then you do this very, scary sort of thing 
where you don't have any fallback. And you end up waiting tables, and try to get stuff into 
galleries, 



 
Brandy  
right, and then those easy fallbacks often, like take up so much of your time and energy that 
they end up becoming Plan A instead of Plan B, because it's hard to go back, like I was in 
that rut for far too long, far too long. And that's even like, I I didn't get my, my art degree 
until I was in my late 20s. And so yeah, like, I don't know, just being visible and being like, 
out in the community is incredibly important. And like, I don't know, I it's much more 
important than I sort of realized in my youth. And like yet, like organizing, and like trying to 
get the the community involved in to like an art gallery space, I think the two biggest things 
that you need, or you need a, a reason for them to come. And you need regularity. And it's 
like, if you have those two things, that's pretty much all you need. Because you need a 
reason for them to come. Okay, my, my niece has something in this gallery, or, oh, this artist 
who does like music tour posters that I really like, I didn't know, they were local, and they 
have a screenprint show here. Oh, I love that band, I'm going to go see that poster and some 
other cool stuff, or, you know, like things like that. But then also, they have to know that 
you're there and they have to know that they can rely on you and that you're there regularly 
because it's like, people canceled plans. And it's like, people will always think, you know, oh, 
I can get to that later. So you have to be there later. You know, you have to and that doesn't 
necessarily mean Having, you know, being open seven days a week, nine to five plus, you 
know, weekend engagements or whatever, like not always being regular, exactly. Just 
having set hours having a set process, having everything laid out. And that doesn't mean 
that it can't change, like, you can have flux and all of that. But it does need to be regular and 
regimented, in a way, I think. 
 
Lorri Trewhella   
Yeah, that makes total sense. I think so, like, one of the things to do here is once you Well, 
it's been cancelled, obviously, this year, and last year, but normally, we're there's a big 
community group that does, it's called Open studios, Cornwall. Hmm. And so it's just an 
open studio kind of weekend. And so a lot of artists will participate, and you just get like a 
poster that's just got, you know, big catchy but, and it's literally people opening like their 
home studios. And like, they'll sign poster all over kind of the county. And so you can, you 
can go and like seek out people to do it. But you can also just be like walking around your 
neighborhood and see this poster and be like, Oh, I didn't know that they had a studio and 
pop in and see. And that's been really good. Like, I've, I've gone to a couple of those and just 
seen some, like really interesting work, people, I had no idea where they're, um, and it just 
seems a little bit friendlier, I suppose when you know, like, it's a community event and other 
people are doing the same thing. Whereas I think you get this idea that like a gallery, 
especially like museum Museum, you expect like, Okay, I'm going to go, I'm going to pay an 
admission fee, I'm going to walk around. That's what a gallery it's like, if I go into the gallery, 
there's gonna be like a really, really scary looking person behind like, the counter just, like 
glaring at me, and looking down the nose at me and asking me if I'm going to purchase 
anything. 
 
Brandy  
Right? Yeah, it definitely like I think exacerbates a lot of that like class anxiety for sure. And 
like, even as someone who like, has gallery experience, you know, I've had like, I've had stuff 
in like some group shows, like, there used to be a gallery in Charleston, West Virginia called 



apartment Earth and I loved every Christmas, they had a small and open small works show, 
where it was kind of it was very loosely juried in but the entire point of it was trying to cram 
as many local artists works into a space as possible. So nothing bigger than like six by six by 
six. And, and it was great, it would bring out so many people, because so many people had 
stuff to show. And I'm just like, yeah, and you have like these different levels. And it was 
great because like you You definitely had low price points as well where everything was 
small. So people felt more comfortable buying things and so you had more opportunities to 
sell things at like a higher price point level which like for that show would have been say like 
$200 American for a small six by six painting or so that's a lot in Charleston, West Virginia. 
But if um but if people are in browsing and buying small $20 pieces of artwork then like 
they're also that sort of eases the path for Yeah, those higher end artworks as well because 
it just it greases the wheels and it gets things going and acts as sort of a way for people to 
get more comfortable and it's like I get nervous going into like galleries if I go to like another 
city and like looking at stuff it's like it like I I've recently had this with a bachelorette party. I 
went to some friends at like a like a sort of like fancier topless place where like some of my 
friends hadn't been there before. And they were just like, Oh, just everything was so 
unexpected. It's not necessarily that like that. They loved the idea of it. And they're like, Oh, 
that sounds lovely. But they didn't know how it worked or like what the food like exactly 
was. And it was just like all of these little tiny, tiny points of uncomfortability. And it's like if 
you can find a way to To ease those, in an area like this, like that, that really helps a lot. So if 
you have like those group shows, with teenagers, or just like local upcoming artists, or small 
pieces of art, or, or even doing like, like a big sale, like, Oh, we have so much stuff, like we 
need to make more room come buy all this artwork from us, because we need to make 
room for more and you know, there are, there are ways that you can mitigate that, making 
sure that like he, whoever is working your gallery space, whether that's, you know, artists 
who are part of your co op, or if you hire someone, making sure that they have a 
temperament that matches the space, like, friendly, but not overbearing, and you know, 
moderate customer service stuff, but like not in a commissioned or like I'm trying to, you 
know, be welcoming without sort of overbearing, I suppose, is what is the word I was 
looking for? 
 
Lorri Trewhella   
Yeah, I think like, it's so many people think they're like, original arts completely out of their 
grasp as well. There's just the idea that like, oh, like every painting is going to be like $3,000 
painting that you buy, afford. Um, and I think, yeah, having like, multiple price points, having 
small things that are affordable, and like little clicks, just little things that are, you know, 
impulse buys are so good as well. And prints just like having like, cancer postcards. If you see 
like, you see a painting and you love the painting, you can afford to buy the painting, but 
you can buy a print, you know, you're gonna do that. 
 
Brandy   
Absolutely, absolutely. And like yeah, like that. And, and part of like, my dream flight, this 
gallery space is like, also, you know, having like the original artwork for sale, having like art 
prints for sale, and sort of like teaching other artists like yes, like, this is how you do it, like 
you have like the multiple price points. So that way you can reach out to all of these people, 
you need a social media account, because everybody sees everything through Facebook, 
Instagram, and tick tock like, those are the three places that you have to be and like, or at 



least you pick two of them, like depending on what age bracket you're going for. Okay, if 
you're going for people, you know, like, if you're going for like an older audience, you know, 
then you do like Instagram and Facebook. But if you're trying to like work on an audience 
who like, who was going to have money in like 10 years, then you know, Instagram and tik 
tok is where you need to be, you know, so, and it's like, the information is out there. It's just 
that people don't know, Royer to go for it. And, um, I don't know, it's, it's really an 
interesting conundrum just trying to figure out how to how to bring people in to a field that 
is known for, you know, like, being stuck up and snobbish. And like, elitist and ultra elitist, 
 
Lorri Trewhella   
sensible thought feeling went like this, this idea that like, I've run into this, like, I've run to 
this, I had, I had a terrible art teacher, 
 
who was just, I don't know, she didn't know what to do with me. 
 
I was, um, I moved, I moved to the UK. And then I couldn't go straight into like, college, 
basically, because I had to wait a couple of years until I've been a resident long enough. 
Right. And so I so while I was waiting, I did like some, like evening classes and some other 
things. And I did. Then I did like this this foundation year that you have to do here before 
you go to art school. And so all of the other kids in my class were kids, like they had, you 
know, like, just barely 18 I was a couple years older than them. I was married. And my 
teacher was like, I don't know, like, so she kept trying to teach, like, treat me like I was a kid. 
I were applying for universities. She told me Oh, why don't you apply for bath and I said, No, 
I'm not doing that. I live here with my husband. And he has a job and I'm I live here should 
you can just go anyway, just leave him behind for three years. And I'm just like, No, no, it 
will 
 
Brandy  29:47   
it also like I would assume that your residency status is like tied to being with him as well. So 
it's like, it's like not only is that like inconvenient, it may be legally procured. Yeah, 
 
Lorri Trewhella  30:01   
yeah, it was just she just she didn't like so it was difficult because I so I could, I just rubbed 
up wrong against her. But she her big thing was just like she was big on preciousness, which 
drives me insane. Hate, hate it. Like, yes, I am precious about this. I spent 10 hours making 
it. And now you're going to come over and scribble on it, you know, like, No, I don't like that. 
And I think it's fine for me to like. But her other big thing was just like she hated 
representational painting. I was like, Why? What's wrong with it? Not everything has to be 
like, some sort of abstract thing that you have to write three paragraphs, but to justify what 
it means. Like, there's plenty of really good artists who just paint things that look like what 
they're supposed to be. There's plenty of great artists who do abstract work. That's just 
beautiful. And stirring, and doesn't need an explanation. You can just have a lovely painting. 
That's a lovely painting for no other reason. Yes. 
 
Brandy  31:10   
Yeah, no, I feel that so much. For sure. Like, oh, yeah, that's, oh, yeah. No, that's that's 
definitely bringing back some memories. from getting my degree. Like, yeah, like the the 



fight about preciousness, like, like I get it. Like, yeah, can't be overly precious. But it has to 
be somewhat present. Like, it's a balancing act of preciousness. Like I just 
 
Lorri Trewhella  31:38   
yeah, if if somebody in authority for you comes at me with that word, I just have like a panic 
attack. It's just like, no, but um, yeah, her big thing was she loved to like, just make you 
engage with it. No, no, no, in your face, with it. She's like, take your drawing, and she'd rip it 
up, or she'd give it to it over student and be like, No, you draw on it. I'm just like, 
 
Unknown Speaker  31:58   
Don't do that to people. No, no, like, 
 
Brandy  32:01   
unless like you're upfront about it, like at the very, very beginning. And like, hey, what you 
worked on for this class? might have some crazy stuff to happen to it like that, like 
otherwise? No, I could, I could not. I could not just Oh, like, yeah, as a child that sort of just 
like everything about my being just sort of, like, Oh, no, I couldn't, I couldn't handle that. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  32:24   
So  in my, my work  I'm a graphic designer. And is that is your whole career is taking your 
work, and dismantling it, and, and having somebody come in and say, Oh, I don't like that, 
let's change that. And that's fine. Like by because it's that's within the context. And that's 
what I am expecting. And it's also part of the design process. Like, being a designer isn't 
about making something that's beautiful, just for the sake of it, it's about communication, 
it's about problem solving. And you have a whole design structure that you go through. And 
there's like client interaction, that's very important. And also finding out like, who your end 
user is and what they need, which is also incredibly important. Because a lot of times the 
client doesn't actually know, the client. So often, and so it's my job to figure out not just 
that, like, what they want, or what I think they should have, but I have to figure out what 
they actually need, which can often be very different from their first thoughts. So I'm very 
open to having people give me constructive criticism, or tell me no, I don't like that. You 
know, and then you go, Okay, well, we can do this, we can change this, how about that? 
 
Or, 
 
you know, maybe let's, let's do a poll of the people who are going to be using this or, you 
know, get some more customer interaction or something, you know, and that's, that's 
absolutely fine. And I can deal with that. And like, I don't get, like there's no ego caught up 
in that, if that makes sense. 
 
Brandy  34:00   
No, that that 100% tracks. I know, I absolutely get that. And it's like, it's like, I think a lot of 
art professors read the book are in fear. And then they're like, yes, I'm going to teach like 
that book. It's almost like I I've had a couple like English or philosophy teachers or professors 
who had what I like to call, like, oh, Captain, my captain syndrome, where they've watched 
Dead Poets Society one too many times. And they think that they're Robin Williams. And it's 
like, you don't just get to charisma your way through this class in that's, that's not how it 



works. Like, we it's not a cult of personality, you know, and it's like, I had one professor I 
think who handled the the preciousness thing, the best. And the way he did it was part of 
the class was just keeping a sketchbook and having having a sketchbook worked regularly 
through the whole thing. And the way he had us work on preciousness there was like he just 
he's like, okay, open up your sketchbook the very first day, he's like, open it up. All right, 
take your darkest mark making thing you have with you. All right, first page, big ugly mark 
on it. Just make your first page ugly. That way you're not worried about that way, you don't 
have a fear of imperfection, keeping you from working on ideas, because this book is about 
ideas. And it's like, that makes perfect sense. Like within this context, like that's an that's a 
perfect way of dealing with that sort of problem in this context. You know, 
 
Lorri Trewhella  35:54   
it's such a good idea, I always leave the first page of any sketchbook I have blank on 
purpose. It's because it is it's like that fear of the page, and you're like, 
 
I don't want it. So that first page is always blank. And then everything else is fine. I can 
scribble and do whatever I want in it, because it's not that perfect, like, first impression that 
matters. 
 
Brandy  36:11   
In staring back at you every time you open it, you know? Yeah, no, yeah. 100%. Yeah. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  36:20   
Right. So I think what else did I have? Oh, workshops, workshops. I think workshops are such 
a good tool for getting like interaction and and coming in, because people, even people are 
like, oh, like, I'd be a bit scared of doing this. He said, Well, hey, do you want to come for like 
two hours. And we'll make like a special, like, we'll do like a quick lineup cut, and you can 
make your own Christmas cards. And we'll have you know, like biscuits and 
 
cookies. 
 
Here it's tea and  biscuits. That's the thing that's like, that's the big, you know, you come in, 
you have to because you have a chat, you have like fun, you make a thing that you're going 
to take home with you. And people respond to that so much better than just like, oh, we'll 
come and see my gallery see my Museum, like, I have a reason for going. And this I think you 
mentioned before, it gives them a purpose for coming in. And it and it's something, 
especially it's something you can do with a friend and you can, it's a social thing. You can 
look forward to it. And I think you can make that sort of like it's an inexpensive kind of buy 
in of time and money. So you want that environment. 
 
Brandy  37:32   
Yes, no, that's, that's a no that that is for sure. And you actually just you just actually just 
gave me a great idea for the write this down real quick before 
 
Lorri Trewhella  37:42   
I can send you the I can send you the audio for this as well. Oh, that would be that would be 
lovely. That would be amazing. 



 
Brandy  37:50   
But because I've, I love making zines. And just like, that's a perfect way to like, because it's 
so like, it's, I don't know, I'm always at this sort of like thinking about like how to work 
collaboratively. Because I work at my easel by myself so often, like, that's what I crave is 
working with other people. And so like just like it would be amazing to like, as a way to bring 
people in, if there's like an event going on to like, bring people actually inside your gallery 
and have them take a walk around and take a look is to do like, Hey, we're making a zine 
today. Here's a half page here, go go to town, here's a bunch of like magazines collage, 
make whatever you want, write a message, have an inside joke, like, and then we scan your 
page for you. And then write down your mailing list which you get them on their on your 
mailing list, do this, and we'll mail you a copy of the zine for free. Like that's a good way to 
get like get their mailing list info, then you can like email them a PDF of it or physically 
mailed them a copy of the zinewith their stuff in it. Oh my gosh, look at me, I've got my stuff 
in here. So no, that's 
 
 
Lorri Trewhella  0:00   
Such a good idea like that's so this is complete, I'm gonna have to waffle about this and it's 
completely out of left field. 
 
But one of the things so one of the things that we've been working on this kind of whole 
module is a lot about collaboration. And but then the first bit of it was all about kind of 
business stuff, which is I hate and terrifies me. And it's like, one of the things like one of the 
big reasons that I really failed as I like to freelance careers, because I just couldn't, I could 
not price myself, I couldn't like, like, you just get like super bad, like imposter syndrome, 
which is like, Oh, I'm not worth anything. Like, how can I charge for my services when I'm so 
garbage, like all of that, like constantly going in my head. 
 
But so that was really helpful to like, work through some of these things. But the last thing 
for that section was that we're supposed to make a business plan. 
 
Most people were just like, if they're already doing like, a freelance career, like a small 
studio, they just kind of took that and ran with that, and kind of extrapolated from there. 
But I was like, I don't want to do that. I'm scared of that. I don't like it. And so instead, what 
I've been developing is this sort of it sounds similar to what you're developing, which is why 
I was so excited when you when you wrote back into if you wanted to do, but it's like a, like 
an art space print, printmaking. makerspace. 
 
Brandy  1:25   
   Oh, that would be, that would be so good. Oh,  
 
Lorri Trewhella  1:28   
and so like, that's one of the things I'm like, that's, that's what I'm so excited about, like the 
idea of getting like a risograph machine, and doing things like art zines  and like having 
having like a weekly after school activity to get kids in and it's like, all those kinds of thing 
but also having tools that are available to like the wider public that that just makes my heart 



go pitter patter, like all the things that I want to play with and mess around with. And like, 
you know, having like a laser cutter and screen printing stuff and all this stuff that is too 
expensive. And ultimately, people don't know how to get hold of, and if they did, they don't 
know what to do with it. So it's like, so I've been kind of working on that. And I don't think 
it's ever gonna, I don't know that I'm ever going to be able to make that happen. But you 
just mentioned that and I'm like, that's what I've been working on. I'm so excited about this 
idea.  
 
Brandy  2:24   
Are you familiar with  artists and designer Kate Bingaman Burt?  
 
Lorri Trewhella  2:30   
No, I don't think so.  
 
Brandy  2:32   
I will send you a link to her stuff, trying to find her place. She is based out of Portland, 
Oregon,  
 
Lorri Trewhella  2:39   
Okay  
 
Brandy  2:39   
and I actually, our local art museum brings in artists and has like an amazing weekend, like 
intensive workshops with them. And then they'll do displays as part of it. But she tried to 
find her space. What is it called? She Oh, outlet is the name of her shop.It's on Instagram, 
it's outlet PBX. 
 
And she has this space where she has like a risograph. And she brings in she's also a design 
professor at Portland State University. And she has like workshops in her space all the time 
where she brings people in and they collaborate collaboratively magazines and she has like 
the rise of graft there. They do work on that. She's done. A lot of a lot of her work is based 
on like consumerism. Like she, for for a long time. She was drawing everything she 
purchased. Anything she purchased, she would just do like a quick line drawing of it. And 
then she would put together scenes with those drawings in them. Oh, that's like such a fun 
space. Yeah, this is and so that's that's the sort of thing I would love to get going in my local 
community. Yeah, like, definitely give her a follow and like check out her stuff because it 
sounds very, very in line with a lot of what you're doing and like, um, and yeah, like I like 
since I saw like her horizon graph stuff. I was like, oh, that would be so good. And just like, 
I'm all about, like, I don't know, just like having what empowering people to make art but 
also showing them that there's a way to like, make art and get it in other people's hands 
cheaply. Yeah, like, like showing them that they're there. There are ways that have low 
barriers to get your artwork out there that aren't just you know, digital, which like, is low 
kind of after that first big investment for your hardware. You know, after that you can share 
things like social like online and on your website. 
 
and stuff like that. But like, nothing, I think compares to like holding a physical thing in your 
hand, you know. And that's like a great way to introduce sort of like, Oh, you can't do a lot 



of things with it. And so like introducing sort of like these little like fields of play for, like 
people to make art work in and like, making it fun, but also like incorporating some, like 
actual art, making things like more technical art, making things into it while it's still fun for 
people. And like, I don't know, just like, yeah, like, that would hurt her work, I think would 
definitely align with yours were very nicely. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  5:52   
Yeah, I've just looking at the website. That's Yeah. And I have found like a couple of like print 
studios that kind of do this and have like, open. So it's, I mean, it is just completely a 
speculative thing. At the moment, I'm kind of, like, I'm kind of setting it up, like in my head 
as if it's something that I've successfully done. And it's been running for five years. And I'm 
trying to work out all the financial side of that, which is quite scary. So I might backpedal 
and just be like, actually, no, I'm just gonna set up my graphic design studio, but I'm gonna 
have like a risograph. And I don't know, maybe have a fake partner that I work with to do all 
this stuff I hate doing. Because my biggest thing is just like I don't like I don't like doing 
branding. And that's quite difficult for a designer, because like, most people are well, you're 
a graphic designer make me a logo. I'm like, I can make you a logo. But I hate making logos.  
 
Brandy  6:47   
Right, right. Yeah, it's, there's so many facets, and it's just like, I yeah, I can imagine just like, 
yeah. And logos are such a special, I don't think people realize how specialized logo making 
is grievous. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  7:05   
Well, I think that's part of the problem is that people just people get used to seeing such 
crap logos. And especially, if you live in a small town, you know, because it's just you do 
have like, whoever's nephew has like a cracked version of Photoshop, and then they've 
stolen like some crappy clipart off of Google and stuck your name on it. And you're like, 
that's great. That's perfect. I'll put it on all my stuff. And it was a real so I can make, I can 
make a perfectly passible  logo, I've made some logos that are pretty good, even. But it's 
just like, for me, there's a lot of pressure on making a logo, because for me, a logo needs to 
be original, it needs to be like it needs to say something, it needs to be, just so many things, 
that it I just get, a bit bogged down in it. And it just makes me uncomfortable. I don't like 
doing it. Whereas if you say, we've got this branding, and now I want you to run with it. I'm 
like, yeah, I'll do that. I'm happy to do that. I love doing that. Like, I'll take your thing, and I'll 
splash on everything, I'll make it look interesting. I'll do this with them, I'll make this and 
then I can I can feel like I have a huge open space there. Whereas with the logos, then it's 
like, tunnel vision, and scary. So I think ideally, I would like if I had if I had like a partner who 
liked doing the  logo thing, because collaborating with somebody on a logo, again, totally 
different. Right? I think it's just, if it's all on me, I just don't like that responsibility. I suppose 
that I feel like comes with that. 
 
Brandy  8:45   
It's like you're you're making something that is supposed to be sort of a distillation of 
someone, and it's a lot of pressure. It's much like that's so much more pressure than like, 
packaging for something like that packaging is just supposed to make you like the thing or 
make you notice the thing not like so capsulate the essence of the thing. 



 
Lorri Trewhella  9:05   
Yeah, and people and people don't, people don't realize that, like, that's what they're asking 
you to do, either. And so then it becomes very much it is very much like a it is a 
collaboration with the client and trying to understand what they need and what they want. 
And that whole look and feel and the tone and identity of something. And it is is is a very 
intimate thing, really. And people don't realize that they're just like, Well, can you just make 
me a logo? I'm, you know, starting a gardening business, and I'll pay you five pounds and 
you're just like, No, I can't do that. Yeah, for sure. Oh, goodness. Yeah. Um, yeah, I mean, 
what I like to do is I do a lot of sort of community event. It's an interesting community. And I 
normally do the like, it's a kind of a week long festival. And then there's one specific day 
where there's like a big massive parade and stuff. And  the local schools make these big, 
massive sculptures out of Willow and paper and parade them up and down. And there's like 
loads of things. And there's bands all the time and just activities and different things and 
workshops and lots of stuff to do. And so I make normally the like the what's on kind of 
guide. That's like all the scheduling and all of that sort of thing. And out to do all of that sort 
of thing for like the literary festival and for a maker and Arts Festival, which is really fun. If 
that takes over like a big massive manor house. Oh, there's a manor house with like a big 
formal garden. And we just put up marquees. And it's open to kind of, I think anybody who 
applies,. So it's art, but also like traditional crafts based. And so you get like a real mix of 
people. And there's normally a curated show in the house. I think last year, it was glass, 
glass and like fiber work. I think there's some really interesting, one lady did these like 
really, I'm not sure what it's called, I want to say crewel work, but it wasn't quite that was 
like three d stitching. 
 
And she made butterflies and moths that were just amazing, just really cool. But so I do lots 
of things like that. And I really love that part of my job. Right? Like, that's my thing. And I like 
helping I love helping making artists make books as well as I get people will come in until do 
like, you know some self publishing stuff. And so that sort of thing is what I really like doing. 
I like that community engagement. I like that idea of having a space where I can help people 
make things more than I like having somebody go well, I'm starting a new business and I 
want you to make me the new McDonald's logo. 
 
Brandy  14:16   
Yeah, no, that sounds fabulous. And like yeah, like having like the idea of like an art making 
space where like people you have like people come in and make art there but also have like, 
artists come in and you help them get there are out there as well. That's that's a really nice 
like two prongs to have like for those those match up really, really well. like yeah, 
 
Lorri Trewhella  14:46   
I think I think it would be fun. Yeah, I don't know that I would make enough money to 
support myself. But I think it would be fun. 
 
Brandy  14:54   
Well in like that's, it's just like another it's like a not just another type of like niche 
marketing, but you're marketing yourself towards, like, aren't your local artists and like 



putting yourself in that community to help them and help that community grow? No, that's 
good. That's really good.  
 
Lorri Trewhella  15:19   
Yeah, um, so yeah, I've completely gone off on a tangent.  
 
Brandy  15:24   
That's my specialty.  
 
Lorri Trewhella  15:27   
Um, but yeah, I think so. Yeah, the topic was encouraging greater engagement galleries and 
museums. See, I think I think all those things I think having, I really like your idea of having 
the like, the small, like rotating gallery space where you get that community engagement. I 
think that's such a good idea. Because it really would get people in is like, Oh, yes, my 
nephew. My niece has a piece in here. And like, that's so exciting. Let's go see it. And yeah, I 
think anything where you can just like lower that bar, to just enter a gallery space is so 
important, because I do think there is, there's like, there's like a huge class barrier there. 
Yes. And there's, yeah, just this, you're fighting against this idea that it is like something 
elite, that it's scary, that it's expensive. That is not for you. Whereas Yeah, if you if you're 
getting people in or you just have like just interesting exhibits or themes for things that 
people wouldn't think of normally, because I think you normally think I galleries, okay, well, 
there's gonna be like landscapes, it's gonna be seascape, it's going to be some, maybe some 
portraits, there's going to be some sort of crazy modern piece that I don't understand and 
don't like, right? Whereas if you're like, Oh, well, I don't know, this, this person is doing an 
exhibition or like photos of tattoos, or you know that they've made an entire city out of milk 
cartons, or something, like something that makes people just go, that's cool, I would 
wouldn't mind going to see that. 
 
Brandy  17:02   
Right. And like, I'm the, we have a pretty active music scene here. And it's like, if you can 
think of ways to, like, connect to like, the other active scenes around as well. So like, I've 
thought about, like having like, a show with like, our, that was used for like getting posters 
locally, and like doing things like that to like, bring in people who are parts of this other or 
like, the big industry here, it's West Virginia. So obviously, it's coal related. But like, we 
weren't a mining town, we were a transport town, were right along the Ohio River, where 
Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky all meet up. And so it was like stuff by train, like train 
transport was really big here. So like bringing in like, oh, people who have done like train art 
or like, like, art about trains, you know, like not even necessarily like trying to pull in, like 
train hobbyists or anything like that. But being like, Oh, this is something that's just like, all 
over here. We're just saturated with this visual, incorporate that into your artwork and 
giving like people a prompt for a show to do or something like that, you know? 
 
Lorri Trewhella  18:32   
Yeah. gig posters, especially, I'm trying. I'm trying to find your website. I can't find it. I've got 
an Instagram, but I'm not assigned and Instagram. So it doesn't show me anything. I used to 
go to does a like a space in Salt Lake City, which is where I lived when I was teenager. And 
it's called COVID court. And it's like literally just a courtyard and like in somebody's garage, 



and so they get bands in. And I loved it because it's an all age venue. And cheap, like, so 
cheap. So you could just, it was like a $6 ticket. And but I saw great brands go through there 
before they hit it big. And I saw it. And I think she was the wife of like one of the brothers 
who started it. And her name is Leah bell. And she would do screen printed posters for all 
these shows. And it became like, I think that you'd like to collect them. And I think she sells 
like prints of some of them. But they were so cool. And I thought they were just the most 
amazing thing I'd ever seen. And it was like they would they would be like she has a very like 
a very strong aesthetic. But they're like they didn't necessarily have anything to do with the 
bands. Exactly. Right. But they maybe did sometimes, but sometimes it didn't. Sometimes it 
would just be like a picture of your dog or you know, but it was but it was because she was 
doing them like every week like it's built up. By because she was Doing like all of these 
prints, and they were and that's, again, that's my thing that I geek out is I like printmaking. I 
have super big into it, but things like that like, but there's a massive, massive audience and 
customer base for getting posters. We've got a guy who comes into the shop, I haven't seen 
him because I haven't I've been working from home since the pandemic, basically. So I'm 
not actually in the shop. But we normally have a guy who comes in the shop, who that's like 
a big part of his thing is he just has a lot of like old posters from like punk bands. And so he'll 
like scan them in, and we'll fix them up. And he just sells prints of them. Oh, nice. And so like 
there's a, there's a huge market for there's a huge market for like, the good posters and 
memorabilia and all of this stuff, that people just like CAD shoved in their attic somewhere 
and didn't even know that, like anybody would want to see it. But it is people like you 
connect with that, and especially if it's like a poster for a show you saw as well. That's just 
like, I went to that that's like, part of my experience. I remember this. 
 
Brandy  21:13   
Yeah, absolutely. And like or even just like, like venues and stuff, and just people having like, 
you know, fondness for you know, venues that used to be but aren't anymore. And like, sort 
of trying to tap into like nostalgia, like, okay, so just thinking about, okay, who would be 
coming to this gallery, potentially? And like, what could they be nostalgic for? And it's like 
old venues, old shows. That's, that's one thing for sure. And just like, what would they be 
interested in and just trying trying to figure out what draws those people in, but also what 
keeps them coming back regularly or coming back? You know, coming back keeping you in 
mind, like not just popping in the ones and being like, Okay, well, that was nice. And then 
later, you know, 
 
Lorri Trewhella  22:13   
I think I think there's like so many aspects to that. And I think definitely having like, the 
something different all the time. So that is you have that rotating thing that that does, like 
you can do promotion every time that happens. But just having like a really comfortable 
space, where people feel welcome. And they feel like you want them there is such an 
important thing to do with that and having. And like, I think a big part of that is having like 
that the separate price points that really like, you know, makes you feel like I can go in 
there, I can buy something, you know, for 10 bucks, I can get a little print, or I can you know, 
buy a postcard. And I think there's like a lot, there's a lot to be said for just crowd sourcing, 
as well to say, what kind of an exhibit Would you like to see? Like, 
 
what, 



 
what do you want, like in your community, I think that that works for workshops, as well. It's 
just like, what kind of things you want to do. Like I'm seeing so many, people on my 
Facebook friends list that like, people I don't talk to you but like I went to middle school with 
you know. And that was in the Midwest. So you know, as bland as you can think of and then 
10 clicks down. And they all love wine and paint parties. Obsessed with them. And they're 
horrible. They're all coming back with these awful signs that like you know, have live laugh, 
love on them or whatever. But it's like, but they love doing and they keep going back 
because they have fun going with their friends. And it engages with that spark of creativity 
that has maybe been beaten out of them like throughout life. 
 
Unknown Speaker  24:14   
Right? 
 
Lorri Trewhella  24:15   
I think that's like that's the thing is that you want to engage with that, that like childhood 
creative thing that everybody had maybe disappeared at some point over the life. And I 
think that if museums and gallery spaces can do that I connected that you'll be drawn back 
to it because even if you are really bad at your painting or whatever and your workshop 
thing doesn't come out right like it's that experience and that feeling like it's a safe space to 
explore that to have fun and to just have make it a social events events.  
 
Brandy  24:54   
 
I right. Yeah, no, that's good. That's Yeah, no, I'd never cut Yeah. And we have like  a panel. 
like that like that, like the I'm trying to think of what it's paint and sip i think is what are 
looking at. Yeah. And it's like, I've always like wondered how they've been able to like keep 
their business like sustain the business, I would think like, Oh, I would think like people 
would burn out. But like, I guess I guess where I've kept on to like that create it like I've 
always even when I wasn't like art making, I always did like crafting or sewing DIY doing 
something along those lines. But I guess I've never really thought about before how most 
people don't, and a lot of people would have lost that sort of creative spark. And that being 
just like a goodwill to tap into, to draw people out and to like, make people feel a part of 
something that you're doing. Like, no, that's, that is a great facet. But like, no, I had not 
really like thought of it sort of framed like that specifically. But like, no, that's Yeah, no, 
that's a really good thing. And I think like, Canada, that would be really good. And, even 
tying it back to like doing like the zine thing there. And just like showing that, like, if you did 
something like that, then they have something to show off to that. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  26:17   
Yeah. Like, I'm like, you put your name in it, like your name is here, it's printed, you've made 
this, you're part of this thing. And we'll send it out to all the other people like and you've 
made it. And you know, I don't know, you can have it them in the shop. And you can buy 
them if you want, you know, people love that. And also, I think with zines, like and collages 
and things, I think that really takes the pressure off to be like, I'm going to draw this thing 
and it's going to be perfect. Like, it's no like, this is a messy thing. And it's like about 
processes, and then it's about collaboration, it's about fun. It's like you don't have to feel 



like there's no pressure. It's just, it's just for fun. Yep, you know, or, or just like the other 
way, where you tap into kind of like that, like paint by numbers kind of market where I like 
we have the things and you can put them together. And it's easy, like we'll take we'll take 
you through the steps. You don't have to stress about like coming up with this massively 
creative thing. But you'll have something to end of that you can that's tactile that you can 
take away. And that is like just gets you more involved in like, just I think it's just that little 
bird and she like you need to have just make it easy for people to come make them want to 
come make it a comfortable space. And then also just that consistency, just like having 
outreach, letting people know that things are going on. Like then that this is a fun thing to 
do. Like people are looking for fun things to do all the time. 
 
Brandy  27:44   
Yes. Oh, yes. And so my day job is I work at and I work at a store that we sell stuff on 
consignment from local artists and artisans. And like we've, we've grown so much actually 
since COVID, because people are sort of reprioritized like buying local and all of this stuff. 
And like supporting local art. And pre pandemic, we it's part of like a little The location is in 
an old train depot that has been repurposed into retail spaces. And one of the other retail 
spaces is a little gift shop that is owned by local ceramicist. And they have lots of, like, neat 
and unique, kind of, like, they specialize in sort of like adult thing. So just like lots of you 
know, things that say fuck and have like all kinds of curse words and like lots of like gay 
pride stuff. And they've really made sort of like a quirky gift shop niche, but then she also 
sells her ceramics, which have like nature motifs. And then will often have like funny 
phrases around the word and it's like a good mixture of those two, but when we would have 
like, I'm trying to get like a, for a hot minute, we had like, monthly art nights out. And what 
she was doing for those pre pandemic was she would have tile carving, so she would just 
make up a bunch of ceramic tiles and just have them like leather dry. And then she would 
have like stencils and stuff for people who didn't know what they wanted to do and be like 
here, here's a bunch of designs that we've made and here or car, whatever you want, paint 
whatever you want glaze whatever you want. And then I'll fire them in my kiln and then you 
come back in two weeks and pick them up. Yeah, 
 
Lorri Trewhella  29:51   
I've got I've got this this pot here. Hmm, that's like a roku glazed pot that I made it a 
workshop. at, at this art and craft makers faire. And then since then the lady who's in it has 
been in like some sort of reality TV show like I don't know Britain's best Potter's or 
whatever. I haven't seen it, but my mother in law was talking about almost like, I think I 
recognize that lady like, yeah, that's the lady that I did that workshop. 
 
Unknown Speaker  30:21   
That's so neat. But it's, it's like I 
 
Lorri Trewhella  30:25   
yeah, I love workshops like I love like the idea of because people aren't you, you wouldn't 
think like, Oh, I would like to make a lino print, like most people like that doesn't that does 
not cross their mind. But if you see somebody who's like, hey, do you wanna do a line of 
print, it's like 10 pounds. And here's the thing, and you can draw on, you can carve, and you 
can do this, and you can do, and it's like, it'll take you 20 minutes, or it'll take you an hour, 



and you'll have this like, one off art piece, you know? Or, look, we've got these that are 
already carved, and you can just print your own design. You know, it is I think that really 
gets people interested and engaged. And again, it's I think, like, it's like the low barrier to 
entry. Like, here's the thing, you can be as creative as you want. Or we've got some stuff 
that's like, already half done. That's not scary. It's like, it's just inspiring and fun. And 
affordable. 
 
Brandy  31:20   
Yeah, no, that's good. That's really good. Like, yeah, workshops will be a great way to bring 
people in for sure. Like, yeah, like, like the linocut thing like that would be really great. And 
have like, I'm just like, how movie queue to have like a bunch of like, just like little things 
carved up and be like, Oh, if you don't want to carve your own, like, we have these off, and 
like you can arrange them however you want. So even though they're already pre made, 
you're putting your own unique spin on it. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  31:51   
And that's a great idea, like simple things, like, you can just mix the mix your inks differently. 
So you have like a rainbow color, you know, like, so it's still like you have input you have you 
feel like ownership over this thing in this process that you've done and that you've made 
without being like, you have to think of a really creative thing and then draw a perfect thing 
and then make it perfect, you know, by I think that's what kind of scares people and puts 
people 
 
Brandy  32:18   
off. Yeah, I know, that's, that's all really, really good. And, and it helps to having people like 
work on that, who wouldn't have done stuff like that previously, perhaps we're doing like, 
helps to demystify the whole thing. And yeah, like, no, that's, that's all, like, having, like, 
thinking about it in like a gallery setting specifically, like, I thought about, like having if space 
was available, you know, having space for members of the co op to host workshops, as a 
way to, you know, divest your income and know, like, just like, you know, like, Oh, it's a 
great way to just lay our head, I guess, just a way to like, you know, just have multiple 
sources of income, and just like, a good way to bring people in, but like, I hadn't thought 
about how that impacts on the other side of that, you know, I was always I was thinking of 
that, like, on the artists side, not necessarily on like the workshop takers and how that 
would, you can use that to help sort of like reprogram their thinking on things and show 
them that like, you know, their younger son like, hey, there's, there's a way that you can do 
this if you wanted or like if there were being like, Hey, here's a way for you to participate. 
And also we have, like, all of this stuff that you can participate by, like, 
 
looking at this 
 
or like interacting with this or all of that stuff. Yeah, no, that's good. And helping them like 
having them work on something, even if it's small. And even if like, say it's not anything 
they'd ever thought about, it's a good way to sort of it reminds me of I recently heard about 
the things that Ben Franklin trying to like he was trying to work with someone but they were 
sort of at odds just did not get along socially and he was trying to like I was like, Okay, I need 
I need this person to work with me for this thing. How do I get them in my good graces? And 



he's like, ask a favor of them, not me providing thing for you. But making them feel like 
they've helped you know, getting them involved with you rather than you involved with 
them. Yeah, 
 
Lorri Trewhella  34:46   
I thought such a good tip as well. Like I've done a lot of I've done a lot of like youth group 
kind of stuff in the past. And that is like one of the things if you have like a teenager who 
just is like doesn't want to be there. If you just say like, hey, can You help me do this thing or 
like make them feel like they have a job and that they're important. Like my attitude 
changes so quickly. 
 
Brandy  35:07   
Yeah, no, that's but it's like, hearing that was just like, Whoa, I never thought of that before. 
And just yeah, that's, that's like a good way to get get them involved in sort of a different 
facet. And that sort of makes them feel connected to it much more than they would have 
just by than just like going in and browsing. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  35:29   
You know, on a thing, click another thing too. Oh, I'm sorry, I'm conscious of time. We've 
actually like run over. So if you need to get going, 
 
Brandy  35:38   
Oh, gosh, I didn't even like I'm gonna chat for a little bit more. It's fine. I like I don't have 
any, like hard schedules or anything too. Great. I don't I don't want to keep you too late. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  35:46   
No, it's fine. I've got another I've got another one at 10 o'clock. So I'm like, I have to stay 
awake and late. 
 
But it's so good. Because I was just so happy. Like, I was really stressing so bad about trying 
to find somebody who'd be willing. And I like post, I was like, just I'll just reach out to, you 
know, these groups and see. And like, straight away, I had three great offers. And as soon as 
I like, Oh my gosh, this is so heartening. I'm so touched that people are willing to help me. 
It's so amazing. 
 
Brandy  36:22   
Like, who would have thought like a webcomic would bring people together? Like 
 
Lorri Trewhella  36:25   
I know, I know. I shouldn't be surprised, though. Like I've I mean, I met my husband because 
of a website like a 
 
message board. There you go. Mm hmm. 
 
Brandy  36:40   
And back then that was a scary thing to do. You know, right. No, for sure. For sure. Yeah, no, 
I definitely did by my long hours sitting on message boards and forums and whatnot. Like, 



yeah, no, I've totally been there for sure. And it's just like, but yeah, it's got Sorry, I've just 
another table. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  37:03   
Yeah, it is. It's great that like it is the you do get a real community to build up. But um, yeah, 
what I was gonna say is, it's also I think, really good. It's a really good outreach to do a 
workshop at community events as well. Because you can go like, if there's going to be like an 
art in the park thing or whatever. Yeah, you set up, you know, you're a little tense. And you 
have like, oh, we're doing a screen printing workshop, like, do you want to, like, come and 
pull like a thing, and you can make a tote bag or, you know, like, and this is our gallery 
space. This is like our museum This is come and see us like we do this kind of thing all the 
time. And I think people love that they love being able to make something and take it away 
with them. 
 
Brandy  37:47   
Yes, yes. No, that's a great idea. Yeah, yeah. Yeah. No, for sure. Like, Oh, yeah. No, that like 
having like a, like a portable, like maker station of some sort that you do. And so that way, 
like, take it to like events, or if like, there's an event like at your gallery, you could set it up 
outside on the sidewalk and 
 
Lorri Trewhella  38:09   
yeah, like the outside space. And like, that's a big thing as well, because people perk up feel 
like, well, what's that? Like, you might walk past the gallery and just think, well, that's not 
for me, because it's a gallery. So you know, and whereas if somebody is on the sidewalk 
doing something interesting, you're like, what, what is that like? And you might want to get 
a little bit closer and have a bit of a look. And that gives you that chance, like to just like 
strike up a conversation and say, Oh, hey, look, we're doing this like, and we do these kinds 
of things all the time. And you know, pop by Have a look.  
 
Brandy  38:45   
Yeah, no, that's great. That's Yeah, no, that's really really good. That's, yeah, no, thanks. 
Yeah, this has been this has been an extremely enlightening conversation for sure. 
 
 
Lorri Trewhella  0:00   
That's good. I'm glad I'm not the only one getting stuff out of it. I think that's how it should 
be. I think that's like, what we've kind of been talking a lot about collaboration, like in the 
last couple of weeks at my course. And I've been having, like, I don't know, I've been having 
weird thoughts about collaboration, I guess, is, especially with my work. Normally, I'm not 
really collaborating with somebody else that's creative. And that way, like, it's normally a 
client reaction, like relationship. And so it's more like, I'm trying to get information out of 
them, to help them. And then I'm coming back and doing all of the creative, work myself, 
and then getting feedback. And so there's like you, you get that kind of relationship going. 
But it's also because I do a combination of things. So I have to judge like whether or not 
something's just like a quick job that I just need, you know, somebody who comes in is like, 
Oh, I just need a business card. And here's my logo. Here's the information on you know, if 
that's something I just need to put together and send to them say is this, you know, is 



everything spelled right? Is the phone number, right? Like, yes, okay, then I'm going to look 
into the print queue for you give it to the production guys. Whereas I've got other clients 
where like, one of my biggest clients is, like a Community Housing. There's nothing like it in 
America. But like, they're, they're not for profit community, like a Housing Corporation. So 
they have, they have houses, they rent out to like social tenants, they build houses, they 
said, they'll sell some of like the development for profit, some of the development, they'll 
rent out for social housing, some of the development to do like part by part rent kind of 
schemes, not Yeah. So they're like, so it's a big, it's a quite big company. And so I'm doing all 
of their kind of internal stuff, I'm doing all of their outreach stuff, I do stuff for them for 
events, and like all sorts of things. And so I've been working with them for a good five and a 
half years, and I have like really developed kind of a visual identity. I make like draw icons, 
and they have this weird dog. Which I didn't design. I didn't design the dog, they they 
commissioned somebody to make some animated things. And then they've been using the 
dog. So I have to draw the dog doing different things. Now, when I didn't actually design the 
dog, which is been fun. Yeah, I can imagine. But he says something like that I have I have like 
contacts, and I get to know them, because I've been working with them for longer. And so if 
I say, Oh, well, what if we do this? Or what if a and I recently did there like their corporate 
plan for the next like four or five years. And so that was like, a much more collaborative 
thing, because I was involved with the stakeholders, and like had meetings, talking to them 
about like, in talking to made up with people who work there, but also customers, and like 
the customer involvement team, and that sort of thing. So there's like a real mix of like, Am I 
collaborating or am I just doing a really quick job, that's just basically artworking just type 
setting, and enjoy. And, and it's that there's like that mix. And so I was looking into kind of 
collaborations, and I just feel like a lot of the like, famous collaborations I was running, were 
all fashion based. And I didn't think they were really that collaborative. Like, it's more just 
like, I'm a big company, and you're a famous person, so I'll ask you to like paint on my shoe 
or something. And then it's all marketing fluff, you know, um, whereas it, I feel like 
collaboration really needs to be people on equal footing, that are putting the same amount 
of like effort in and bouncing ideas off of each other and working together. Rather than 
having that sense of a power differential where somebody's in charge and saying, you know, 
make me this thing, and you guys can work together, but at the end of the day, like it's my 
product, and it's my brand. 
 
Brandy  4:21   
Right, right. Yeah, that would be that'd be very difficult to be with to do. Like, with design, 
like the cars like the only way I could think of it'd be like, you know, working on it partially 
and then like, almost like a like, like a tennis volley like Alright, your turn now. Like you work 
on this a bit and like, Okay, well I got this part done now your turn or like, yeah, it would be 
hard to, to like, collaboratively do that. Unless like it was something where like, people sort 
of like coming up with like a, like an aesthetic guide together. Like collaboratively Okay, like 
Well, this is the sort of aesthetic that we're going to go for. Okay, so will she use like this 
group of fonts? Will she use this group? You know, like that sort of thing? And then 
everybody, but like the actual work work would be much more individualized? 
 
Lorri Trewhella  5:16   
Yeah, I think it's, it's just an interesting, it's an interesting thing, because I think you have, 
like, you have to collaborate with people. And, but it's just like, how good of a collaboration 



it is, and how effective it is, has so many I just think, I just think like to have like an effective 
actual creative collaboration, where you end up with like, work that is. I don't know if like, 
like, I can't really say better, exactly, but just something that you wouldn't have, neither of 
you would have been able to do by yourselves. Right? Yeah. Like, that's that key, that it's 
that you're creating something that takes a bit from, you know, one person a bit from the 
other person and make something new and different, like, I just think otherwise, there's no 
point to it. And it just doesn't feel like a collaboration to me. So that's been difficult, like, I 
understand, like, what collaboration means. And, and how people use it, because you, you 
do have to collaborate so much, and so many different ways. And but a big part of like 
design is that people tend to think that graphic design is like, one, the simple, easy thing 
that can be like, really, it's just like, Oh, yeah, you just you make you make logos you like, 
you know, you make billboards or signs or, you know, books or whatever. But this is like so 
much more to design as well. And it's, it's more like a process and a way of thinking about 
things than anything else. And a lot of the times, I think you have to absolutely have to have 
some sort of an interaction with like an end user, or it's just going to be a failure.  
 
Brandy  7:03   
Right.  
 
Lorri Trewhella  7:03   
And so I think that's part of the big thing for like with this task for like galleries and museums 
is that you need to know the people that live in your area, and you need to know what they 
need. And you need to help them connect those things. And I think that museums, like 
museums, especially I think, have so much power to do that to like to educate people to 
expose them to things to just like bring art, design history, science, like anything, whatever 
the specialist, like for that place is into the community. And to do that, like I remember 
when I was a kid I lived in, I lived in a little town that was really, really proud of its arts 
community. So we had like a lot of museums, and like there was an architectural museum 
and like a bunch of stuff. And we used to go to this museum. And they had this thing in the 
basement called the art barn. And so you go for a field trip, and you would go and go to the 
exhibit, and then you go down to the basement and somebody would be there then this 
magical space that just had giant tables. And like, here's like, here's a huge sheet of paper, 
like it's like bigger than your, you know, bigger than anything you've ever seen before kid. 
And here's like oil pastels, and you've never seen oil pastels before, like, and you've you've 
seen all these paintings upstairs, now you're gonna make your own painting like that. And 
like things like that had a really massive impact on me as a kid, honestly, like, there's so 
much potential there for you, for museums to just have that, like, impact on the people that 
live around them. And that's like, what's interesting to me about this task, I suppose?  
 
Brandy  8:43   
Yeah, yeah, no, for sure. And it's like, yeah, like museums, especially and like, our local art 
museum is, is insanely good, like much, much better than, like, the size of our town would 
bely like, and, but like it and they do a ton of outreach, and like workshops and classes, and 
like, of course they do like tours and like field trips for kids. And like, every Saturday, they 
have a well, I think it's getting ready to start back up this fall. Every Saturday, they have a 
free kids art program where you bring your kid and it's very much not like a no no, you are 
not dropping your kid off and run. No, no, you bring your child and you and your child 



together make a piece of art and but it's free and like kids love it. And there's like they, they 
have like this really nice like art space as well. Like that's for kids to like come in and do 
those classes and things and it's like, that's like part of where I got the I guess I mean, it's 
not that it's you know, original idea, but like, they have the why I wanted to do a team show 
at a gallery spaces because I know, just like, cuz I teach classes up there and my best friend 
used to work the desk there. So like, I know, sort of like the traffic flow of the place. And 
she's like, Oh, yeah, far and away, what brings the most people is when it's like, every year, 
all of the high schools have, like art they give us and show that the students did. And so it's 
like, everybody from all the high schools around, comes up on top of the hill and sees like 
their kids artwork. And it's like, Yeah, no, that's great. But it's all like, facilitated, like, 
through the school district. So it's like, it's this massive wide net, and that is when they can 
pull the most people in. So they're constant. So like, when they have that show, they try and 
do like some other things to try and like, incorporate that, that like one, oh, community is 
coming. We got to like, try and hook them, like while they're here. And so they'll have like 
other things going on. Like while that's going on? And it's like, yeah, like, if you're like a 
museum, or like an educational institution like that. priek. Like that is key like that, you have 
to have that happening. And yeah, and like having, having the experience of like seeing 
slightly behind the scenes from those? And it's like, Yeah, no, that's, that's exactly what you 
need to do is smaller scale on like a gallery level, or like an arts district, sort of like a smaller 
level. And then like, even like, at an artist level, like you can like, it's like fractal, almost, you 
know, like, and you can even take it down to the artists level. And like, oh, what's one of the 
better ways for you to learn, like how to do art is to teach other people to do art as well. So 
like, Oh, do you have this thing that you've like, not quite mastered, but you're pretty good 
at it, want to master it, try to talk about it to other people. And so it's like, almost taking 
that sort of principle as well. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  12:06   
Yeah. And I think I think it's like is that you hit on? Seeing like, behind the scenes thing that 
makes people think like, this is like, this is special. And this is like something And that, I think 
that's the thing, like, people don't think of that, especially with museums. If you tend to 
think museums are like very sterile and very, like, you know, everything is just so proper. 
And it's like, no, there's like, you know, there are people in there, there are construction 
workers, and they're putting up walls for this exhibit. Like they have their they've made this 
a whole new space and like everything is like, you know, put up with with work and effort. 
And you've got all of this, like, scaffolding that is covered over and that you don't seem don't 
know what's there.  
 
Brandy  13:00   
Yeah, yeah. And it's just like, I don't know, it's like, I don't know, I like I'm all about like, I 
don't know, like, like, my, like, my personal ethos when it comes to like, art making, it's like I 
like I'm not I'm interested in engaging with, like, the common man, like, I don't know, what 
the phrase would be, like, it's like, I don't know, I make art for like, everyday people like me, 
like, I make art for, you know, like, people like me, and I'm not that special. Like, you know, 
almost like, it's like I try to like I tried to do like, when I talk about my own artwork, I could 
try to demystify it someone like that. And it's like, that's sort of my whole like, MO is like, 
doing that having things available, like having things like that are affordable, like not trying 
to avoid a false scarcity, like false scarcity really sort of like and I get I get it, you're trying to 



get value out of out of your, your stuff, but like, I don't know if there's a difference between 
like scarcity because of like, artwork and stuff or like, like, because of like time and materials 
and scarcity, purely to just like ratchet the value up on something. And it's like, no need to 
focus on like that. The other one like it's, it's valuable because it's limited of those other 
factors, not making it valuable because you're limiting it, you know, and it's like this, like 
proliferation of artwork at a face level. Like that's, that's, that's what you need. And it's like, 
if you do that, if you have like an exterior wall and you can do like a mural and have like 
community involvement in like getting that done, and like having like a paint by numbers 
type thing, like Hey, come over see this or like even having like, even if you don't want to 
participate, hey, we're painting a mural over here and we've got a grill and some hot dogs 
come hang out with us while we paint. Yeah, 
 
Lorri Trewhella  15:11   
I think I think murals are fantastic, like murals are a real kind of draw. Where my office is 
that we're having a huge problem with, with taggers, with graffiti. And on one big section, 
though, there's like a, there's a kind of a community thing where somebody was there, like 
the the town was paying artists to come and do like murals around town. So one section on 
kind of the factory wall has like a big mural on it. But the Yeah, that got tagged. I my bosses 
just like we're fed up with this. So they did was they they got they got, because it's a 
commercial printer. So it's we've got like big, massive litho machinery and finishing stuff. 
And we also have like a sign department upstairs. And so they got one of my co workers to 
cut out some vinyl, and to make a Banksy stencil that says, , I'm not Banksy on it or 
something. And so, we put a couple of those up on and didn't paint them. Because if they 
got fed up with painting over the wall, and it would just come back. And since they did that,  
has nobody's added extra graffiti to it. The last last time I saw. And everybody was 
convinced it actually was Banksy even though it explicitly says it's not.  
 
Brandy 
That's amazing. That's amazing. That's such a good way to deal with it.  
 
Lorri Trewhella   
But yeah, but I think the thing is all of the bits that have the murals on them, people, 
nobody's defaced the murals.  
 
Brandy  16:47   
Why? Because taggers generally aren't looking like the point isn't to deface, like isn't 10. 
Like, it's just like, they're just putting their name on stuff that people seem to not care 
about, you know, people care about that this place is obviously like, well taken care of. And 
like, it's not just you know, a plain wall or anything like that, you know, you you make it an 
active space. And they go away. So that's interesting. That's really interesting. So funny. 
 
Okay. trying to think if I have. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  17:26   
So I was brainstorming about this earlier, and I had this nagging feeling that like, you came 
up with a point earlier, and you still haven't touched on it. And I, for the life of me cannot 
remember what it was. 



 
Brandy  17:38   
Well, if you remember, you can just send me a message. I will have to do that. Yeah, I'm 
trying to think. I can't really think of anything else. I think I'm just starting to talk in circles at 
this point. 
 
Lorri Trewhella  17:53   
Well, I've really enjoyed this conversation. We've talked like, almost twice as long as I asked 
for. But I mean, we're supposed to like edit it down into kind of 10 minutes.  
 
Brandy  19:08   
Absolutely 100% Well, that best of luck with your project and I hope you get good stuff out 
of your your later conversations as well.  
 
Lorri Trewhella   
All right. Well, thank you so much for doing this. I really enjoyed this conversation  
 
Brandy  19:08   
 
No problem it is my pleasure. Lorri is was a great, great talk. Great chatting with you. It's 
nice to meet you.  
 


